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Prelude
The speakers for Energy Smart at DCD

Stockholm 2020 on April 28th are passionate with
regards to Sustainability, United Nation
Sustainable Development Goals (UN SDG), and
the Circular Economy. This white paper is to start a
dialogue with the data center industry leaders and
to discuss how sustainability is built into the data
center, as well as for the authors to share their
vision of how to integrate the Circular Economy
into the industry. This white paper maps the
Circular Economy’s principle of recycling
Resources, Consumption, Production, and Waste
Management to intersect with each phase of a
data center’s lifecycle: design, site selection, build,
operate, maintain, and scale for growth or
disassembly. The researchers and authors are
Professor Seeram Ramakrishna, a renowned expert
in the Circular Economy and materials, and
Susanna Kass, a highly accomplished executive in
the data center and sustainability industries. In
their collaboration, they focus and emphasize
materials produced and used during the
construction of data centers that are friendly to
both the environment and individuals. As this
white paper will show, much of the output from
data centers which we currently consider waste
can be reused to provide benefits to society;
therefore, a sustainable material plan is key.

Consumption of environmental resources that
are critical to data centers are becoming
increasingly scarce as the demand for data
centers, and their 24x7x365 resilient operation,
continues to grow. Digital transformation is a
necessity to keep society running, especially in
times of disaster such as the mass shutdowns to
reduce transmission during the COVID-19
pandemic. As the disease affected more people in
the months following its initial discovery, a massive
surge in the global usage of digital infrastructure
was observed. Digital services for virtual meetings,
online learning, telemedical diagnostics,
government services, ecommerce, grocery
delivery, ebanking, and entertainment all
experienced unprecedented growth in demand. If
the data center industry is to continue its path of
innovation and provide critical infrastructure to

connect the world, it must look to circular
economics for its future, particularly to address
rapid resource depletion. The materials which
comprise a data center must have a circular nature,
not be harmful to the environment, and
simultaneously prolong the longevity of nature
and human progress.

“Rethinking and reusing environmental
resources is not only good business but also a very
important perspective for human welfare.
Especially when considering the massive scale of
resources used in the production of the materials
for data center construction and the billions of
dollars are spent in materials each year.” says Kass,
“Sustainable materials that are friendly to both the
environment and people can have a perpetual life
of use to ensure we can scale data centers when
needed and tackle climate change.”

The abstract of the whitepaper applied circular
economics to the six phases of the data centers life
cycle; design, site selection, build, operate,
maintain and scale for growth or disassembly. The
research and publication of Circular Economy,
Sustainability and Business Opportunities by
Seeram Ramakrishna, et al, is a guide for applying
the circular economy and principles of nature. The
authors find these ideas relevant to the data center
industry as it parallels how data centers can benefit
from this new economic structure. The authors
introduce the concept of a Sustainable Material
Passport which ensures materials have associated
data for environmental impact assessment
(carbon, toxicity, precious metals), a sustainable
production impact (energy, water, emissions), a
history of prior usage, and an identifiable
mechanism to reuse, refurbish, recycle, and
remanufacture it into new materials. The closed
loop nature of this system aims to maximize the
lifespan of materials and, at the end of its lifespan,
ensure they can be remade into new material. This
exploits the full value of the material while also
reducing carbon emissions, toxicity, and waste
while giving rise to new economic growth via the
circular economy.



Currently, the global population is
experiencing unprecedented urban migration.
From 1950 to 2050, the world's urban population
is expected to grow ninefold, from approximately
750 million to 6.7 billion (UN World Urbanization
Prospects 2018). Yet the earth is not growing more
resources to accommodate our respective
demands in consumption. This linear model of
economics, depleting ever more raw resources
and then disposing waste in landfills and oceans,
will rapidly become untenable in the near future. If
we are to have a hopeful future for society in the
coming years, we must achieve a sustainable
structure that will ensure the health, safety, and
human welfare of all for the many generations after
us.

The data center industry must be a leader in
this transition. With the mass urban migration
comes mass digitization for more cities and
people. The Information and Communication
Technology (ICT) sector is already experiencing
rapid growth from technological innovation due to
increased digital interaction, content
consumption, content fidelity, and connectivity.
This industry relies on massive amounts of power
and extremely complex supply chains to build and
operate critical digital platforms. Health care,
banking, weather, transportation, and other key
infrastructure services all depend on ICT systems.

Solving these problems are key, not only for
our current urban environments, but also new
megacities in the future. Within the next decade,
the United Nations forecasts 10 new megacities
with over 10 million inhabitants and an additional
2.5 billion people living in urban areas in the
resulting three decades -- subsequently bringing
the global urban population to 68% by 2050
(United Nations, 2018).

With this population growth comes digital
growth as well. For every one person, there are
multiple internet devices, always on and
connected to cloud services running in data
centers. The Internet of Things and personal

Megacities Transition Away From
Linear Economics

Rapid industrialization in the 20th century provided a
major impetus for global urbanization. This led to the
development of cities around industrial areas contributing
largely to the socio-economic progress around the world
(Gollin et al., 2016). Cities turned into centers of
education and employment for a significant portion of the
growing population. To date, people are continuously
migrating from rural to urban areas in pursuit of
opportunities and a better lifestyle. However, this
economic growth came at a huge cost of undesirable
effects on the environment as well as human health.
Urban areas being densely populated and packed with
industries consume more than two-thirds of the total
energy consumed (mostly derived from fossil fuels) and
accounts for over 75 - 80 % of global greenhouse gas
emissions (Satterthwaite, 2008). The industrialization has
also resulted in the exploitation of natural resources for
manufacturing on a large scale to feed the ever-increasing
consumer appetite. In the past 40 years, the global use of
material resources has almost tripled, from 26.7 billion
tonnes in 1970 to 84.4 billion tonnes in 2015, and is
expected to double again to between 170 and 184 billion
tonnes by 2050 (PACE, 2019). This practice of over-
consuming limited natural resources without replenishing
them leads to unsustainable growth. In addition to this,
the current linear economy model where we procure
resources from nature for manufacturing desired products
and dispose of them into the environment at their end-of-
life is polluting our ecosystems and affecting human
health. Growing research evidence points out that man-
made chemicals are causing major threat to the
sustainability of human life.
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devices (e.g., smartphones, tablets, wearable
health monitors, electrical vehicles, and laptops)
will reach 40+ billion devices in the 2020 decade.
Yet, these large estimates likely do not account for
all machine users, a catchall phrase for always
connected devices, whose number has already
surpassed the global human population.

The data center industry is the primary driving
force that links digital transformation and growing
global energy consumption. According to the EIA
Annual Energy Outlook 2020, 205 terawatt hours
were consumed by the data centers in 2019. There
has been a 26-fold increase in data storage
capacity, an 11-fold rise in data center IP traffic,
and 30 percent increase in computer server usage.
This is in part due to data centers being the heart
of cloud computing. Connected around the world
via a digital neural system of networks, they
constantly transmit and receive exabytes of data
for our daily messages, virtual meetings, news,
entertainment, and much more. Because this living
digital ecosystem must always be running, it is the
primary goal towards which data centers are built.
Most major digital services have redundant
locations and multiple data centers in order to
avoid service interruptions and maintain an
extremely resilient industry standard uptime of
99.999% for critical digital services.

In March 2020, the world saw an
unprecedented 40% surge in demand for various
digital services, particularly virtual meetings,
online learning, telemedical diagnostics,
government services, ecommerce, grocery
delivery, ebanking, entertainment, news, and
COVID-19 information as millions of people
transitioned to spending near all of their time at
home. Individual interactions became heavily
digital via numerous internet devices and digital

services, causing much of the surge. Facebook
reported a 70% increase in WhatsApp utilization.
Zoom, a major provider for business video
conferencing services, experienced a 300%
increase in usage as workplaces and schools
replaced in-person meetings with its platform.
Microsoft’s Teams reportedly increased from 32
million to 44 million users in one week. Azure
network traffic surged 40%, and numerous game
companies including Microsoft, Sony, and Valve
changed software update mechanisms to preserve
bandwidth, especially during peak internet usage
times, therefore helping to avoid the
oversaturation of networks, which would impact
people's ability to use essential government and
business services.

Looking to the coming decade, the
introduction of 5G will further accelerate the
digital transformation era with its clear alignment
with Industrial 4.0, in which real time data and
automation will power more of the industrial
world. 5G New Radio (5G NR) offers peak
throughput that is 100 times faster than 4G LTE
with one-tenth the minimum latency. With 5G NR,
up to a million devices can be connected per
square kilometer. But it is important to remember
that rapid progress and technological changes
come at a cost. According to Google research, we
are currently using environmental resources at a
rate that would require 1.7 earths to sustain.
Remember, there is no planet B for humans. The
authors of this white paper make a plea to stop the
status quo in the way we design, build, operate,
maintain, and scale data centers. We must rethink
now to make a sustainable change.



Circular Mindset for Data Center Provides
Sustainable Benefits

A circular mindset is a must for Data Center
leaders. Just like the physical and natural world,
the core principles of information technology are
inputs and outputs, a programmable flow using
operands to convert input to output. Data centers
use massive amounts of electronic materials and
components in the form of computer servers,
network appliances, and data storage systems.
Data centers spend billions of dollars annually for
these complex machines which in turn causes the
extraction of new materials to build new data
centers. These materials deplete resources, and
their production requires hundreds of megawatts
of energy and enormous quantities of water. To
address this issue, a mindset shift in how to think
about infrastructure design for the digital world is
imperative.

Resiliency
This means a mindset change in how we think

Initially, we must change how we achieve
24x7x365 resiliency for data centers. This means
changing habits that cause resource depletion for
powering data centers and avoiding power
redundancy. Historically, the industry has achieved
its 99.995% uptime requirement by pairing its use
of traditional power grids with dedicated on site
standby power generation which is often idle for
years. This design configuration is known as “2N”
because it has two redundant sources of power.

Usually 2N designs come in the form of
massive diesel generators that can produce tens or
hundreds of megawatts of power within seconds
of the power grid becoming unreliable. The
industry must move away from this design, which
is wasteful and expensive to manufacture, install,
and maintain such systems. The author
recommends using a design with two separate
power grid feeds with one feed as the primary and
the other as the failover. With this, redundancy is
maintained without a secondary onsite generator

system. When possible, this “N” design can be
used with proper site selection so that data
centers, powered by separate resilient dual feeds,
can achieve a resiliency of 99.995% to 99.999%.
With an “N” design, it is possible for all power to
originate from a clean energy source, such as
hydro electric power grids near the Arctic which
have less than 2 minutes down time over 40
consecutive years. If “N+1” levels of resiliency are
needed for digital services, then “N” designed
data centers can still be utilized by running such
services across multiple availability zones. It allows
for uptime of all services in each zone to remain
operating 24x7x365 without needing each data
center to have a dedicated auxiliary power system.
When one data center site experiences issues, the
service will failover its load to another data center
it is deployed at. The pattern is also commonly
used for backup and disaster recovery scenarios.
The use of service availability zone failover
increases service resiliency for all data centers and
simultaneously avoids redundant power to
eliminate 2N which is costly and wasteful of power
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resources. With auto failover capability this allows
for sustainable benefits even for the most mission
critical needs.

Resources
The second change for a circular mindset in

the data center industry is the need to measure
and reduce resource usage beyond power
consumption. Today, power usage efficiency (PUE)
is a de facto industry standard for measuring how
much power the data center facility draws from the
electric grid compared to how much power is
delivered to the hardware for compute, storage,
and network functions. A holistic measure to
assess the resource impact for Sustainable Data
Center design must include other resources. Water
usage efficiency (WUE) should be tracked as well.
Since water is commonly used in cooling data
centers, WUE would show the amount of water
used for each kilowatt hour (kWh) a data center
uses. Furthermore, the land impact should be
included, as the current construction of thousands
of data centers requires extensive amounts of
land. Data centers should also measure their
impacts on ocean ecosystems through their use of
the massive numbers of deep sea cables used to
connect physical communication infrastructures
around the world. Finally, airspace bandwidths
used by numerous satellites and cellular towers
connectivity is a limited resource that should be
tracked and allocated wisely. We have used such

technologies to drive the wireless communication
revolution, including smartphones, autonomous
electric vehicles, wearable medical devices, and
public transportation systems (Internet of Things-
IoT).

Material Passport
The third change for a circular mindset in a

Sustainable Material Passport, which has the
potential to revolutionize the way data centers are
built and the construction industry in general. With
the passport, each material has an unique ID that
is tracked throughout its life. The passport linked
to each ID holds all the necessary information for
understanding the material throughout the entire
circular economy process and therefore improving
the way we select and use materials. The
information for each material includes the
resources used in creating the material and their
characteristics, such as non-renewable precious
metals, environmental factors over its lifespan such
as carbon and toxicity, and the ways it can be
reused, repaired, remanufactured, and recycled.
This means all relevant information about the
material is researched and studied as part of its
integration into a circular economy. The closed
loop system of the Sustainable Material Passport
aims to minimize the harmful impacts to the
environment and society, maximize the lifespan of
used materials, exploit the value by having multi-
generational use, and reduce emissions, toxicity,

Material
Passport

Raw Materials
Resources
Energy
Water

Carbon/GHG
Emissions

Toxins

Reuse
Repair
Recycle
Remanufacture

Uses
Audits

Locations
Generations

Created by Susanna Kass and Ferris Ellis



and waste.

An important result of the Sustainable Material
Passport is its digital form, which generates
transparency and advantages owners at each
stage of a data center’s lifecycle: design, site
selection, build, operation, maintenance and scale
for growth or disassembly. It can be used in
planning for strategic material sourcing,
decarbonized designs, site selection, triple zero
(carbon, emission, waste) operations, and eco-
friendly maintenance plans. A data center
embracing circular thinking can immediately
reduce its environmental impact, eliminate waste
while creating community value and benefits,
optimize cost, and provide time to market
advantages.

Social Systems
The fourth and final change for a circular

mindset is urban integration. With mass urban
migration and digital transformation, data centers
will rapidly be built at edge locations to improve
their proximity to digital users. This will be a
significant change, as data centers will be
deployed inside urban communities. Placing data
centers in urban communities and megacities
should benefit their inhabitants. By applying
circular economics, we can ensure all aspects of
data centers are integrated with and beneficial to
urban communities. For example, effectively all of
the power consumed by the IT equipment a data
center houses is turned into heat. Today, the
energy from that heat is expelled outside the data
center and into the environment through the
cooling system. A sustainable design, by contrast,
would integrate this output into a closed loop
system. Capturing the heat output of a data center
would ensure that it could be used by nearby
district heating systems. With this integration,
local homes and businesses in cold climates would
benefit and thus reduce overall resource
consumption.

Converting the outputs of data centers from
waste to input for other systems can be applied to
electronic materials as well. By doing this, a data
center’s electronic waste can be diverted from
landfills and instead reused, refurbished, or

recycled after use so these components can live on
as new inputs in circular systems. By reusing and
refurbishing electronic components when
possible, recycling those that cannot be converted
into new components, and practicing eWaste
reduction throughout supply chains, enormous
amounts of waste can be eliminated from landfills
while keeping precious metals in continuous use.
For many, these circular principles have resulted in
new economic opportunities by reducing costs,
such as for district heating systems, and creating
the need for new services, such as disassembly
and reuse of industrial computer components to
give them a multi-generational life in new systems.
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If we are to succeed with circular economics in the data center
industry, we must deliberately depart from the linear practices, transition
to circular thinking, and measure our progress. The circular economy
approach must embrace end to end sustainability throughout the lifecycle
for a data center and facilitate these changes for those who design, build,
operate and maintain them. Susanna Kass said, “The cleanest data center
is not powered by renewable energy, it is one that does not need to be
built. A circular economy enabled sustainable data center is designed for
disassembly, each connection of the data center can be taken apart and
each component can be refurbished, reused, recycled with zero waste
and remake into a new material to give rise to a circular economic
growth.” The combination of Sustainable Material Passports, Sustainable
Data Center design, 24x7x365 clean renewable power, and triple zero
(carbon, emissions, waste) delivers a triple bottom line and effectively
supports UN SDG goals to tackle Climate Change.

Circular Economy for Data Center Lifecycle



Looking Beyond
The authors are grateful to all the data center

leaders who include our planet as a stakeholder in
our digital infrastructure world, alongside
customers, employees and shareholders. We, data
center leaders, can collaborate as an industry to
uphold our reputation as innovators and lead with
ambition through a sustainable journey. We can
transition to a clean energy infrastructure and
apply circular economics throughout the lifecycle
of data centers. There is a strong business case for
tackling Climate Change and supporting the UN
SDG goals throughout data center lifecycles (as
outlined in the illustration). It is insufficient to
measure a data center purely by uptime, cost
efficiency, and time to market. The authors
recommend full transparency in data center
lifecycles as part of their social responsibility.
Measurements of success must include triple zero
(carbon, emission, waste) metrics, social cost of
ownership, resource usage, Sustainable Material
Passport for all components, lifecycle
management plans, and 24x7 reporting for each
kilowatt hour consumed.

To achieve this, we will need to incorporate
the concepts of SustainInfra and SustainTech.
Preferably all data centers adhere to the concepts
of SustainInfra where they are intentionally
designed and built near power generation that is
abundant, affordable, clean, and renewable. When
this is not doable, data centers must look to the
concept of SustainTech where engineering
solutions are used to achieve clean power
generation at the data center site, such as using
hydrogen or biogas with fuel cells to generate
clean renewable power.

We must rethink the lifecycle of data centers
and stop harming the environment, creating
human and societal safety risks, and incorporating
social responsibility so the digital age will last for
foreseeable generations. Adopt circular thinking
now and create Sustainable Material Passports
today. They are a simple solution that will
revolutionize the data center industry. Each year,
billions of dollars are spent on materials. These
changes are good for business, climate change,
society, and our overall social responsibility.

We welcome your ideas on this topic. Please
join us at DCD Energy Smart virtual conference on
April 28, 2020 to hear a panel discuss this topic
and share your thoughts.

A circular economy is a restorative and regenerative
system of closed loops in which raw materials and
products circulate eternally eliminating wastage as if
mimicking the circularity of elements in a natural
ecosystem such as forest [...]. It also depends on
renewable energy sources such as sunlight and wind
instead of fossil fuels. Such a system is the key to achieve
sustainability. Nature inspires the concept of circular
economy where resources are valued the most (Korhonen
et al., 2018). Every element of nature is continuously in
use by turning waste into resources repeatedly, using
principles such as reduction, reuse and recycle (3Rs)
(Figure 2). Products and services are also evaluated for
their environmental impact at all stages of life-cycle. Such
an assessment is important to reduce their harmful effects
on nature. This calls for innovation of new composite
materials that are biodegradable and can be recycled
with little or no impact to the environment. Circular
economy and sustainability should inspire innovations
which are necessary solutions to improve the current
waste recycling rates, mine resources from the waste
consuming fewer resources in the process, which
consequently minimizes the damage to the environment
and human health.

The circular economy is not just limited to the reuse and
recycling of material resources. It also emphasizes the use
of renewable energy resources such as biogas, wind and
solar energy. This again is inspired by nature where
plants use the nutrients in the decomposing biomass,
water and the sun’s energy to produce food. To emulate
the natural producers, circular economy promotes
production and consumption of sustainable and greener
energy instead of burning non-renewable fossil fuels.
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Google Circular Economy Illustration
At Google, the circular economy concept

provides a model of change and renewal that
intends to improve the relationship between
consumption of materials and the impacts on
human and environmental systems. Circularity
offers both a set of scientific principles and a
mindset to problem-solving because it challenges
how Google design products, buildings, and
infrastructure. The vision is simple: A circular
Google within a sustainable world. Google starts
with a clear mission: To accelerate the transition to
a circular economy in which business creates
environmental, economic, and community value
through the maximum reuse of finite resources.
Within this mission Google defines ‘maximize
reuse’ as the implementation, to the fullest extent
possible, of the circular principles. Google does so
for each finite resource and the systems those
resources are connected to. Googlers worked with
the partners to define those principles:

1. Design out waste and pollution

2. Keep products and materials in use

3. Promote healthy materials and safe
chemistry

These values very much align with the ideas of
being ´safe and circular´. Google is transparent in
the journey, published many sub-goals to
maximize reuse of finite resources across Google
products, operations, supply chains, and enable
others to do the same. For example, Google has a
robust program to refurbish and repair servers in
our data centers. By adopting the circular
economy concept, resulting in hundreds of
millions of dollars per year in cost saving and new
revenue earning. Circular economy practices at

Google can be grouped into three dispositions:
inventory management, re-sale/remarketing, and
material recycling. Once servers at any data
centers are decommissioned, they are dismantled.
Usable components such as CPUs, motherboards,
hard disks, and memory modules that pass the
quality inspection are kept as refurbished
inventory. These refurbished parts are then used to
build remanufactured servers and are deployed
back into the centers. The centers thus utilize both
the latest technology platforms as well as older
ones. Both new components and refurbished ones
are equivalent once they are in the inventory.

Maintenance and repair are also practiced
regularly to prolong life expectancy of the servers.
Google internally assesses component inventory
every quarter. Any excess is sold to secondary
markets through selected remarketing partners.
Google resold more than 2.1 million components
into secondary markets in an effort to give the
expensive and still high performing servers a
second life for another person or organization.
Components such as hard drives and storage
tapes that cannot be resold are crushed and
shredded. They are securely processed as
electronic waste and sent to recycling partners.
Recycled materials can later be turned into
reusable materials. The savings from these
dispositions of circular economy throughout the
supply chain of the data centers ranges from 19 to
75 percent of Google’s normal operations. Within
the consumer hardware organization, circular
economy efforts have also resulted in plastic water
bottles being converted into textiles for digital
home assistants. There are many other efforts in
development across Google business that
Googlers hope to share widely in the future.
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